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The three rusts on seedlings



Seedling infection types –

stem rust



Some landmarks in rust history

 The rusts are not new diseases – they are part 

of natural ecosystems, but are exacerbated by 

agriculture, e.g. broad-scale monoculture & 

intensive production

 Their effects are documented in ancient 

history

 Loss in production led to famines

 An association between stem rust and 

barberry was known in the C17th



Scientific landmarks

 Rusts are caused by fungi – Basidiomycetes

 The stem rust and leaf rust pathogens are 

macrocylic with 5 spore types

 The stripe rust pathogen is microcyclic with 

one spore type

 The stem rust and leaf rust pathogens are 

heteroecious, having two distinct hosts



Scientific landmarks

 1890s - Eriksson et al. - specialization in fungal 
species causing the same disease on related 
host species 

 1910s - Stakman et al. - pathogenic variation 
within formae speciales

 1920s - Craigie and Waterhouse - the role of 
sexual reproduction in rust fungi 

 1940s - Flor - the gene-for-gene relationship in 
flax rust

 1953 - DNA is the genetic material

 Mid-1980s - restriction enzymes



Wheat stem rust
caused by Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici



The role of barberry

 As a source of early infection in areas with 
severe winters

 As sources of new races

 Some wheat races cannot attack barberry

 U.S.A. 1918 to 1928 – 7,023,533 bushes 
removed 

 The alternate hosts are relatively unimportant 
on modern agriculture



Principles of host : pathogen 

genetics

Environment

Disease

Host Pathogen

The disease triangle



Disease concepts

Organism Character / trait Phenotype Relative expression

Resistant Low R

Host Response / reaction

Susceptible High R

Incompatible Low IT

Disease Interaction /

infection type

Compatible High IT

Avirulent Low P

Pathogen (Pathogenicity)

Virulent High P



LIT = LR/LP



LIT 1,2 =or< LIT 1, where Lit 1< Lit 2



Basic experimental models used 

in host:pathogen genetics

Model Host Pathogen Use

1 Unknown Unknown Postulation of CGP‟s

2 Known Unknown Pathogenicity

analyses/surveys

3 Unknown Known Host gene postulation

4 Known Known Physiological & 

environmental studies



Where did the rusts come from?

 Centers of origin

 Air-borne dispersal – short distance, long 
distance

 Man-borne dispersal

 Mutation

 Hybridization – sexual, asexual (somatic 
hybridization)

 Effects of selection and chance 



Formae speciales

 What do we sample from alternate hosts

 What do we sample from ancillary hosts

 Different pathogen species have varying 

arrays of pathogenicity on ancillary host 

species

 Basis of resistance in crop species to non-

crop formae speciales

 How many species of leaf rust pathogens 

actually attack wheat and durum – are the 

same resistance genes involved?



Somatic hybridization

 Between pathotypes

examples in Pgt (Watson and Luig) and Pt 
(Park et al.) 

 Between formae speciales

Pgt x Pgs hybrids in Australia – more 
specialized on barley and Agr. scabrum

 How to identify a forma specialis

- stripe rust on barley grass



Ancillary hosts

 Any host additional to the crop species of 

interest

 Many reported in the literature, but do they 

form part of an epidemiological cycle?

 Certain grasses can be infected by PST in 

the greenhouse, but there is little evidence 

for a significant role in disease epidemiology



Rust epidemiology

 Epidemics are made up susceptible hosts, 
virulent and aggressive pathogens, and 
favorable environments

 They are cyclical and vary with the above 
components

 In Kenya, epidemics are aggravated by 
continuous cropping

 Role of barley in over-season survival of Pgt





Crop losses

 Stripe rust in China

1950 – Bima 1    Yr1 6 mt

1964 – Mentana Yr?  3.2 mt

1992 – 1BL.1RS Yr9  1.8 mt

2002 – Fan 6 Yr?  1.3 mt

2??? – ???? Yr24/Yr26/YrCh42 

 Saari & Prescott (1985) describe movement of 

X8156-virulent Pst race from Turkey to India, 

1967-1970 





The role of ancillary hosts

Related grasses and barley

 In potential Ug99 areas this includes 

wild wheats, wild barleys and Aegilops

species

 Self sown wheat in out-of-way places 

should not be ignored



Host : Pathogen genetics

 Rusts are usually not pathogens of cereal 

seedlings – seedling tests are simply an assay 

for some components of resistance

 Classic seedling tests were conducted at 20ºC, 

and IT 3 and 4 were arbitrarily regarded as 

compatible (by Stakman et al.)

 Many poor decisions are made in distinguishing 

I & C, i.e. R & S or A & V



Examples

 Temperature sensitivity: Sr6, Sr15, Lr18, 
Lr20, Lr16

 Lr13, an APR gene (?) can be assayed as a 
seedling resistance factor

 Lr21 is often reported as being ineffective, 
but no correlation with field response is ever 
conducted

 Most R genes have very characteristic ITs 
and genes can often be postulated based on 
IT alone



Lr13



Sr23



Pathogenicity studies

 Why conduct a pathogenicity study?

 What differentials? How many?

 What nomenclature system? 

Ug99 is understood by everyone; TTKSK 

(if correct) is understood by few

 Can pathogenicity studies be field based?

Must have gene combinations and no 

additional APR

 Purity of differential stocks always a problem



Concepts of resistance through 

different eyes

 As a:
- pathologist

- epidemiologist

- geneticist

- molecular geneticist

- breeder

- economist

- farmer

- agricultural scientist; an integration of 
the above



Types of host resistance

Divisions for convenience:

- seedling or all-stage resistance

- APR or post seedling resistance

Is HTAPR a special category of APR?

Many APR sources are race-specific

Emerging evidence that some QTLs are race-
specific. Supported by NIAB (UK) data and 
reports of „field‟ races by Zadoks



Specific APR resistance gene 

Lr22b



New sources of resistance to 

Ug99

 Slow progress but cause for optimism

 Problems

- Have we combined Sr2 and Fhb1?

- Is Sr21 effective against Ug99?

- Can we overcome the problems of 
phenotypic dilution (or suppression) of 
resistance as genes are moved to higher 
levels of ploidy? 

- When is an alien translocation short 
enough? 



Near-isogenic and single gene 

reference stocks

 Various sets of NILs and reference stocks 
are vital to progress in host : pathogen 
genetics

 Yet they are taken for granted

 I believe BGRI should take an active role in 
ensuring that such lines continue to be 
developed

 Worthwhile QTLs should be converted to 
NILs as part of their validation process

 Agreed genetic backgrounds will be 
important



Do we need to change the 

scientific method?

 “Markers are also essential for determining 
genetic relationships of different varieties 
and sources of resistance” WRONG!

 “Two closely related varieties that possess 
unknown resistance alleles could have 
unknowingly derived their resistance genes 
from the same source” DANGEROUS!



Can we forget the pathogen 

population in genetic studies?

 When resistance QTLs have large effects 

they are likely to be major genes

 Is Lr14a effective in Europe? Is the QTL co-

locating at/near the Lr14 locus in common 

wheat and durum really a QTL?

 The components of pathotype mixtures used 

to inoculate disease nurseries are not 

necessarily equally represented at the end of 

the season 



Cont.

 The McCaferri et al. (2008) study targeting 
durable resistance should have used the one 
seedling virulent isolate in the field nursery

 What is the point of a QTL analysis of seedling 
response? (Naz et al. 2008). This study 
obviously detected Lr21, but because seedling 
IT 2 was regarded as high, a new Lr21 allele 
was postulated.

 Genetic maps showing cross-overs in putative 
alien segments should be questioned (Mebrebe 
et al. 2008)



Lr21



The Mebrebe et al. F3 data for 

seg. of Lr38 on chrom. 6DL
 01 6:10 Rr

 02 0:16 rr

 05 14:2 Rr

 14 16:0 RR

 17 15:0 RR

 19 12:3 Rr

 22 15:13 Rr

 26 13:3 Rr

 48 15:1 Rr

 49 15:1 Rr

 68 17:13 Rr

 99 1:15 Rr

 16:0 is not different 
from 15:1

 15:13 is not 3:1

 1:15 indicates escape 
or contamination

 Data used to create a 
map

 What does such a map 
mean??



Non-host resistance

 Two approaches:

- resistance in widely divergent species

- attempt to move beyond host (f. sp.?) 

resistance in the study of more closely 

related systems

 That is, when does „host‟ resistance stop and 

„non-host‟ resistance begin?  



Non-host resistance cont.

 Barley is resistant to WLR; wheat is resistant to 

BLR; rice is resistant to both

 Can we assume that barley has non-host 

resistance?

 Lines with single barley chromosomes added to 

wheat are susceptible to WLR

 If single chromosomes of rice were added to 

wheat, what responses might we predict? If 

resistant, would such lines have host resistance 

or non-host resistance?



Some questions

 Does a QTL approach to resistance genetics 
imply lack of specificity and durable 
resistance?

 Novel – is this word over-used?

 Genetic resistance – is it a tautology?

 Is F2:3 a necessary term for genetics studies 

in a self-pollinated crop? The classic texts 
did not have to do it! 



A pretty


